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Abstract
This study considers the dependence between functional decline and depression in a nationally
representative sample of older Americans from the Survey on Assets and Health Dynamics
among the Oldest Old (AHEAD) covering the years from 1993 to 2002. Previous research has
shown that depression is a significant predictor of functional decline and, conversely, functional
limitations lead to more depressive symptoms. While this cross-dependence is an established fact
in the literature, relatively few prior papers formally modeled the association between functional
decline and depression.

In this paper, functional decline is defined as 2 or more limitations in 5 Activities of Daily Living
(ADL) and 2 or more limitations in 5 Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL) from the
baseline to the last available follow-up interview. Depression is defined as 3 or more points on
the 8-item Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression (CES-D) Scale over the same range of
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time. In the analytic sample of 5,470 oldest Americans, each of the three measures is initially
estimated in the univariate probit model controlling for a rich set of available risk factors
identified in the previous studies.

Then it is argued that univariate probit models are incapable of capturing individual differences
(for example, predisposition to both physical and emotional ill health) that may link functional
decline and depression in the oldest Americans. Thus, a more advanced multivariate probit
model is employed, and three discrete equations are estimated jointly. In this way, unmeasured
factors specific to the individual will become part of the error terms, and statistically significant
correlations in the variance matrix will indicate dependence between functional decline and
depression. Estimation of multivariate probit model reveals substantial unobserved heterogeneity
in the dynamics of ADLs, IADLs, and CES-D score over time. Thus, previous results based on
univariate methods should be interpreted with caution.

1. Introduction

Depression and functional disability represent serious challenges to older adults, and the
association between the two health problems is an established fact in the literature (Bruce 2001).
On the one hand, depression was found to be among the strongest contributing factors to
functional decline in a systematic review of 78 longitudinal studies in Stuck et al. (1999) as well
as in a more recent study of Covinsky et al. (2010). On the other hand, community-dwelling
older adults with functional limitations are more likely to suffer from depression and depressive
symptoms, as shown in another review article by Cole and Dendukuri (2003).

It should be noted, however, that most of the analyses in the aforementioned studies concentrate
on the unidirectional effects of depression on functional limitations and vice versa. Strong
evidence of the contribution of depression on functional limitations and, conversely, of
functional limitations on depression led some researchers to suggest a mutually reinforcing
relationship (Bruce 2001). It was not until the paper by Ormel et al. (2002) that the reciprocal
(rather than unidirectional) association between developing depression and functional limitations
over time was formally modeled.

Ormel et al. (2002) argue that “individual differences in generic liability to both physical and
emotional ill health” may be a common cause linking depression and disability. The problem, of
course, lies in identifying and properly accounting for such individual differences in statistical
analyses. Fortunately, a recent implementation of the multivariate probit model employed in this
paper allows testing for the presence of individual differences linking functional decline and
depression in older Americans over time.

2. Methods

2.1 AHEAD Survey and Analytic Sample

This paper employs data from the Survey on Assets and Health Dynamics among the Oldest Old
(AHEAD), which is a nationally representative longitudinal health and retirement study
administered by the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan. A complete

description of the AHEAD study can be found online at http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu and in
several review articles (Juster and Suzman 1995; Myers, Juster and Suzman 1997).

The original AHEAD sample includes 7,447 participants aged 70 years or older who completed
the baseline interviews in 1993-1994 and were re-interviewed every two years thereafter
(AHEAD Core 1993 public use dataset). Proxy respondents constitute 10.6% of the sample (793
people) and are excluded because they do not answer cognitive questions. This paper studies the
long-term link between functional decline and depression by considering the difference between
self-reported measures at the baseline interview and at the last available follow-up interview. In
the analytic sample, 1,184 respondents (15.9% of the sample) have only one reading of selfreported functional status and/or depression at the baseline interview, and they are also excluded
from the analysis.

2.2 Measures of Functional Decline and Depression

This paper uses two common measures of functional decline: number of difficulties in
performing 5 Activities of Daily Living (getting across a room, dressing, bathing or showering,
eating, and getting into or out of bed) and number of difficulties regarding 5 Instrumental
Activities of Daily Living (using a telephone, taking medication, handling money, shopping, and
preparing meals). Since functional status is a highly dynamic process, functional decline is
defined as at least 2 limitations in ADLs and IADLs at the final follow-up interview. Using 2 or
more limitations reduces the possibility of measurement error in self-reported functional status.

Depression is measured using a shortened 8-item version of CES-D (Center for Epidemiological
Studies Depression Scale), which was used in all waves of the AHEAD study (Sheffick 2000).
Prior studies indicate that a shorter version of the original 20-item CES-D is appropriate for
assessing depressive symptoms in older population, and it can also alleviate respondent burden
(Kohout et al., 1993; Fonda and Herzog, 2001). In the previous studies, the cutoff of 3 or more
on the 8-item CES-D was found to be a threshold of depression (Sheffick 2000, Choi and Kim
2007). Thus, depression was defined as having three or more CES-D items at the last follow-up
interview.

In the final sample of 5,470 older Americans used in the analysis, relatively few had any
difficulties with ADLs (812, or 14.8%) and IADLs (754, or 13.8%), but more than half had CESD scores of 1 or more (3,272 or 59.8%) at the baseline interview in 1993-1994. At the last
available follow-up interview, 933 respondents (17.1%) reported 2 or more new ADL
limitations, 921 respondents (16.8%) reported 2 or more new IADL limitations, and 793 (14.5%)
reported 3 or more new items in their CES-D score. It should be noted that the last follow-up
interview could have taken place as early as 1995 or as late as 2002, with the average time spent
in the sample being 7.6 years.

2.3 Control Variables

The list of risk factors for functional decline includes important predictors identified in the
previous literature (Stuck et al. 1999, Gill et al. 2004, Boyd et al. 2005). To separate the aging
effects from the cohort effects, 2 timing variables are used: exposure time, defined as years in the

survey (centered at the mean), and age at the baseline interview. Additionally, to account for any
nonlinear effects, squared terms for both variables are included. The problem of sample selection
is accounted for by including a marker regarding whether a respondent survived until the end of
the study (39.6% of the analytic sample).

Men constitute 37.3% of the sample. 23% of respondents completed grade school only, and 29%
attended college (reference category is completing high school). Functional status is measured by
indicators for good to excellent vision (76.7%) and engaging in rigorous activity in 1995
(31.0%). Self-reported numbers for visits to medical doctors and hospitalizations are used to
measure health care utilization at the wave prior to the final one. In particular, upper quintiles for
each measure are introduced to control for high users of health services. Three markers identify
patients who were ever told by a doctor that they had diabetes (18.3%), arthritis (67.1%), and
stroke (17.0%). Cognitive status is defined by the TICS (Telephone Interview for Cognitive
Status) scores with the average being 12.1 (out of 15).

Similarly, control variables for depression include available predictors found in previous studies
using the CES-D scale as identified in Cole and Dendukuri’s (2003) review article. AfricanAmericans and Hispanics constitute 12.4% and 4.9% of the analytic sample, respectively. Good
to excellent self-rated health characterizes 68.9% of the sample. Of the respondents, 39.7% were
widowed, 3.1% never married, 5.7% separated, and 37.8% living alone. Approximately 11% of
respondents reported ever having psychological problems. Univariate and multivariate analyses
are weighted by the AHEAD sample weights following two previous studies that used HRS data
to study depression and disability (Covinsky et al. 2010, Choi and Kim 2007).

2.4 Analyses

The purpose of this article is to study unobserved factors linking functional decline and
depression in older Americans over time. First, three univariate probit models are estimated for
the probability that a respondent has developed from the baseline to the last available follow-up:
(i) 2 additional ADL limitations, (ii) 2 or more IADL limitations, and (iii) 3 or more items on a
shortened CES-D scale. It is argued that the univariate probit model is incapable of capturing
individual differences that may link functional decline and depression in the oldest Americans.
Thus, a more advanced multivariate probit model is employed and three discrete equations are
estimated jointly. In this way, unmeasured factors specific to the individual will become part of
the error terms, and statistically significant correlations in the variance matrix will indicate
dependence between functional decline and depression.

Despite the fact that Ashford and Sowden (1970) popularized the multivariate probit model quite
a long time ago, reliable implementations of this model have not been available in commercial
software until recently due to computational difficulties associated with evaluations of
multivariate normal integrals (Chib and Greenberg 1998). However, Cappellari and Jenkins
(2003) recently developed a Stata® program mvprobit that has already been used in the closelyrelated field of health economics (Balia and Jones 2008).

The marginal effect of a change in a continuous variable (such as age) xi in the probit model is
equal to ϕ(x’β)βi, where x’ is 1-by-k vector of independent variables, β is k-by-1 vector of
estimated parameters, and ϕ is standard normal density. Unlike ordinary least squares, this

marginal effect clearly depends on the value of x’. Current practice seems to favor the averaging
of marginal effects across all individuals instead of taking a mean or a median value of each
variable in x’ (Greene 2003). The partial effect of an indicator variable (such as gender) xj is
calculated as the difference in the probability of a non-zero dependent variable with xj set to 1
versus xj set to 0. Cappellari and Jenkins (2003) provide a Stata® post-estimation command
mvppred, and further details about calculating average partial effects are available from Jones et

al. (2007).

3. Results

Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the three binary variables of interest (2 new ADL or IADL
limitations and 3 new CES-D limitations) are all significant at 0.1% and are equal to 0.436
(ADL-IADL), 0.146 (ADL-CES-D), and 0.120 (IADL-CES-D). Estimation of multivariate probit
model reveals substantial unobserved heterogeneity in the dynamics of ADLs, IADLs, and CESD scores over time, which was not captured by included control variables. In particular, the
correlation coefficient between the error terms in the ADL and IADL equations is 0.654 with
standard error (s.e.) of 0.022, with a coefficient between ADL and CES-D equations of 0.291
(s.e. of 0.032), and 0.243 (s.e. of 0.032) between IADL and CES-D equations. All three
coefficients are significant at less than 0.1%. The likelihood ratio test also strongly rejects the
null hypothesis of independent error terms at less than 0.1% significance level.

This correlation also affects the importance of certain control variables on the probability of 2
additional ADL or IADL limitations or 3 additional CES-D items (Table 1). Prior stroke is the

strongest predictor of ADL decline, with, on average, a 13.9% higher probability of 2 more ADL
limitations if common unobserved factors are ignored (univariate probit). However, when
unobserved heterogeneity is properly accounted for, this probability is only 8.2% higher.
Similarly, the univariate probit model overestimates the average partial effects of the upper
quintile of hospitalizations by 2.5 times, and of being one year older by one half. On the other
hand, the protective effects of surviving until the end of the study and of vigorous exercise on
ADL decline are not affected by correlations in the three measures. Similar but somewhat
weaker effects of common unmeasured factors can be found in the equations for IADL and CESD decline. For example, being in the upper quintile of hospitalizations on average implies an
11.4% higher probability of 2 additional IADL limitations in the univariate probit and only
10.6% in the multivariate case. The effect of being one year older on the probability of
depression is overestimated by 22% in the univariate probit case.

4. Conclusions

Older Americans, who surpassed their 70th birthday, are characterized by a substantial
dependence between their functional status and depression over time that could not be identified
in univariate models. The multivariate probit model, on the contrary, locates those individual
differences and places them into the error terms, effectively accounting for unobserved
individual heterogeneity. This dependence remains significant even if initial numbers of
limitations in ADLs, IADLs, and CES-D scores are included in all equations together with a rich
set of previously identified risk factors. Thus, previous results based on univariate methods
should be interpreted with caution.

As one would perhaps expect, the strongest correlation in the error terms is found between the
two measures of functional decline: limitations in ADLs and IADLs. However, both ADL and
IADL functional limitations are linked by common unobserved factors with depression, as
identified by CES-D score. Both functional and emotional measures of disability can be used to
describe the disablement process in later life (Lamb 1996). This study indicates that the inclusion
of initial functional and emotional limitations is not sufficient for proper modeling of a
disablement process in older adults. This conclusion seems to be an important addition to the
previous research on the effects of depression in the disablement process such as, for example,
van Gool et al. (2005).

This paper is not without limitations. First of all, the exclusion of proxy respondents is
necessitated because the imputing of cognitive measures deprives them of any useful content.
Previous work based on the AHEAD survey indicates that sample selection bias does not
constitute a serious problem (Wolinsky et al. 2009). Secondly, the method employed in this
paper confirms that depression and functional decline are linked over time by common
unobserved factors, but it does not reveal a causal direction of this link. This is a very important
question deserving of study in further work.
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